to be, even the fabulous. Secondly, we cannot ordinarily witness it with our five senses. Only by crossing the boundaries of the physical world, such as may happen in sleep, meditation, or after death, can we reach this world, witness it, and interact with entities in it. The mode in which the soul can achieve this is the imagination, a faculty that is located right at the threshold between the material and the immaterial.
The notion of a world of image can be seen as one of the most important contributions of late medieval Islamic philosophy, if not already for being unique when compared to other areas of the history of philosophy.4 Its development into the notion as summarized here knows three major contributors. A first step was taken by Ibn Sīnā (d. 1037), who spoke of using the imagination after death in order for the soul to have experiences similar to sense perception. In this way, according to Ibn Sīnā, such a soul could experience a material Heaven or Hell by imagining it. According to Ibn Sīna, the imagination is a bodily faculty. Therefore, souls will still need a physical substrate for the faculty of imagination to function. Ibn Sīnā found a suitable candidate for this in the celestial bodies; after death, he suggested, souls can attach to celestial bodies and utilize them to imagine their eschatological fate. Suhrawardī received this idea favorably and developed it further towards an independent, matter-free realm. He did so by suggesting that what we experience were suspended images (ṣuwar muʿallaqa), which are images with particular sensory qualities that are "suspended", that is, "in neither a place nor a locus."5 Instead, they merely manifest themselves in a place of manifestation (maẓhar). In this way, Suhrawardī turned celestial bodies from substrates into places of manifestation. Since these suspended images are neither intellects, nor souls, nor bodies, they must be of a fourth ontological category, an additional realm, as Suhrawardī argued. Details concerning these new ideas that Suhrawardī proposed were not always provided in his writings, but the direction of his argumentation was clear. Eventually, it was Shahrazūrī who took Suhrawardī's ideas further into that same direction and turned the notion of suspended images into the world of image: independently existing images which together formed a world just like ours, which we can enter and leave by mediation of our imagination. Celestial bodies are not necessary anymore to facilitate this experience.
Whereas in Ibn Sīnā and Suhrawardī, these ideas were only present in parts of their eschatology, in Shahrazūrī's writings the world of image procured its
